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1. Summary
Research on the efficiency of blockchain is being conducted in various technologies. As bitcoin prices have
changed significantly since 2018, attention is being paid to research on efficiency of discovering value as
a technology rather than the purpose of blockchain as a cryptocurrency. Blockchain, which requires core
cryptographic technologies such as public key ciphers and hash functions through blockchain, is also
increasingly needed for businesses using blockchain technology in the auction field. Blockchain-based
achievements are emerging in various fields, including the financial industry. Trend autonomous objects,
augmented analysis, artificial intelligence-led development, digital twin, autonomous edge, immersion
experience, smart space, digital ethics and privacy, quantum computing, and blockchain are expected to
peak in the next five years.
Blockchain is a decentralized ledger in which blocks containing data are connected like a chain. Unlike the
centralized approach of banks, it is a next-generation protocol that allows transactions to be traded in a
reliable way without centralization, and provides transparency, integrity, and reliability without the support
of a centralized system. Using this, it has recently been actively researched in the field of financial
transactions such as banks and real estate.
The auction is a process of selling an item at a place to a bidder who offers the best purchase conditions,
which is used to set the price of a product with fluctuations in price and is sold to the buyer who calls the
highest price. In addition to traditional offline auctions, the auction market is currently developing so that
users can use auctions between users regardless of location through online auctions through technology
development. Existing offline auctions are used for collecting various goods or bonds such as art,
agricultural products, automobiles, and real estate.
Existing auction businesses do not have applicable penalties for online auction operators that do not need
facilities, so there are insufficient devices to protect the consumers, and offline auctions have a limited
number of businesses and low accessibility, making it difficult for ordinary consumers to access. To solve
the inconvenience of other auction systems, more and more platforms are being implemented to design
DApp systems that are encrypted and stored in the blockchain because there is no entity that controls
most tokens.
In response, Vanesse, by utilizing the blockchain that has been continuously evolving until recently, hopes
to become the next generation auction platform with the aim of creating a more transparent, safer and
more reliable auction market ecosystem, eliminating unreasonable and high barriers to entry into existing
markets, and providing reasonable and efficient services.
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2. Mission
Business Overview and Objectives
Aiming at a variety of business possibilities, Vanesse can leverage NVES through partnerships around
blockchain and other decentralized system technologies to encourage open and free use of services. It also
has a payment structure that can be used by all merchants in partnership with the market-specific
economic structure through Vanesse Staking. Through steady business partnerships, we aim to maximize
the value of tokens as a platform that can be used for real business around the world based on continuous
growth.
To solve the problems of the existing auction market, Vanesse launched a new generation of auction
platforms with the aim of creating a transparent, secure, and reliable auction market ecosystem,
eliminating unreasonable and high barriers to entry, and providing reasonable and efficient services.

Why is it a blockchain?
• Blockchain is an algorithm that combines multiple transaction details to form blocks, connects several
blocks like a chain using a hash, and then copies and stores them.
•

Without a third-party intermediary, blockchain technology allows anyone to make reliable and secure
transactions and can be used to process all data that requires online transaction history and history
management.

• By utilizing blockchain technology that does not require intermediaries, one of the core technologies
of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, mankind can enjoy greater social changes and benefits than
previous Internet technologies based on new trading methods and organizational principles.
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Differences from traditional platforms through blockchain
• Consensus
Achieve up to 3 seconds of block time with the proof of equity consensus algorithm. In other words,
it utilizes a proof of equity authority (Proof of Steak Authority, or PoSA), and participants can steak to
become a verifier. When they present valid blocks, they receive transaction fees included in the
transaction, and unlike many other protocols, there is no block subsidy for newly created BNBs, so
there is no inflation, and regular incineration reduces supply.

• Cross-chain Compatibility
Designed as an independent and complementary system from traditional Binance chains, a dual-chain
structure allows users to transfer assets between each blockchain. This allows you to use fast trading
capabilities on the Binance chain, while also building powerful decentralized apps on the Binance smart
chain. This interoperability allows users to experience a wide range of ecosystems with numerous use
examples.

• Decentralized Finance
With the flexibility offered by the Binance Smart Chain, you can use various chain assets in DeFi,
exchange assets, participate in interest farming, and vote for various proposals.
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3. Project Background
In the aftermath of COVID-19 and the pandemic, the size of the domestic economic market remained at
110 billion units as of 2020. In addition, according to the "Korean Art Market Information System" operated
by the Arts Management Support Center, the size of the domestic auction market in 2020 was 113.945
billion won, down 26.2% from 154.3 billion won a year earlier. In 2020, 17,611 of the 27,822 works
submitted through 195 auctions held by eight domestic auction companies were sold, recording a 63.3%
winning rate and a total winning bid of KRW 113.9 billion. Looking at the total winning bid alone, the
domestic auction market seems to have shrunk in 2020, but this has been affected by the cancellation of
the auction in Hong Kong by Seoul Auction, which was held three to four times a year. Assuming that three
Hong Kong auctions have been held, it is about 154.7 billion won, like the previous year. Along with the
growth of online transactions, the domestic auction market showed an increase in low- and mediumpriced artworks based on 60 million won, and the number of online auction transactions by six auction
companies excluding MyArt and Khan Auction in 2020 was about 25.2 billion won, up 38.2% from about
18.2 billion won in 2016. Works with less than 60 million won and works with the ideal showed a 0.1%
increase and decrease, respectively, especially those with less than 5 million won increased 0.5% from
85.5% in 2019 to 86% compared to other amounts.
The highest bid price of 2.7 billion won in 2020 is slightly lower than the average bid price of 7.4 billion
won for the previous four years, and the total bid price of TOP10 works is about 14.4 billion won, which is
only 39.6% of the average TOP10 works of the previous four years. The total number of TOP10 writers
has maintained more than 40% of the total winning bid every year, but it has decreased to 39.7% in 2020,
and the total amount is 45.2 billion won, a little more than half of the average of 87 billion won over the
past four years.
In the case of the housing auction market, looking at the 2021 index compared to 2020, the auction rate
(sale rate) across the country increased from 60.2% to 64.8%, and the winning rate (sale price rate)
increased from 78.91% to 83.86%.
Apartments in Seoul have a bid rate of 49.11% to 43.90% compared to national auctions, and a bid rate of
103.30% to 112.11%, slightly lower than that of all real estate auctions, but higher in price competition.
Through these indicators, the auction market in 2021 is more active than in 2020, and when analyzing
only apartments in Seoul, the preference is much higher than that of general auction items.
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Image) Annual sales statistics for 2020 and 2021

Seoul and across the country in 2021, the number of apartment auctions nationwide was 1,811 based on
auction statistics in December 2021, of which 583 were won. The apartment sales rate (succession rate),
which remained at an average of 40% per month from February to November 2020, fell to 8.41% from
November, the previous month, recording a year low of 32.19%. The sale price rate (bidding rate) was also
93.82%, down 5.67% from the previous month, and the average number of bidders was 4.81 from 5.27
and the lowest competition rate of the year.

Image) Monthly status of apartment auctions nationwide in 2021

According to the analysis, apartments in Seoul are at their lowest level of the year, with the winning rate
falling from 28.57% to 21.43%, and the winning rate falling from 124.41% to 99.89%. While the bidding
rate was low from 32.19% to 21.43%, 93.82% to 99.89% and 4.81 to 3 people, the bidding rate was higher
than that of the nation, indicating that the auction market was sold at a higher price in 2021.
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In addition, according to the monthly auction status for 2021 alone, apartment auction indicators in Seoul
and across the country hit a year low in December, which is believed to be largely due to the impact of
interest rate hikes and loan regulations on the auction market.

Graph) Nation’s apartment auction indicators in December of last year

In terms of the supply of court auctions, the auction market in 2022 is expected to see many real estate’s
set as collateral due to stricter household loan regulations by financial institutions and rising household
loan delinquency rates. The increase in auction items is expected to accelerate as the burden of raising the
benchmark interest rate and regulating loans acts as a financial burden on gap investors and others.
As the government's real estate regulations has been strengthened and DSR standards are further
strengthened from this year, the winning bid rate, which has continued since the end of last year, is
expected to continue to decline. If this situation continues, it is expected that the auction price rate of
apartments or medium and large villas across the country will fall significantly in the first half. Therefore,
court auctions with abundant supplies are expected to be used as a means of financial technology and as
an attractive investment destination.
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In the real estate market, it is difficult to understand the market with just one or two variables because various
variables affect each other, but the government's loan regulations and interest rate hikes on the housing market
have a great impact on the auction market. Due to this effect, consumers' interest in rental profitable real estate
such as shopping malls, officetels, and small buildings, which have a relatively small regulatory impact, is
expected to increase the bidding competition rate and winning bid rate.
The auto auction market trend has continued to rise from 5.4% in 2016, with the distribution share of used car
auctions accounted for 6.2% of all used car transactions estimated by major auction companies such as Hyundai
Glovis last year. It is an encouraging example that the auction market continues to grow even though used car
transactions fell 2% last year from the previous year. Hyundai Glovis Auto Auction's winning bid rate also
increased by 3% year-on-year to 65% in 2019. This means that car sharing has played a rather positive role in
the used car auction market, and according to the analysis, the auction house is efficient to distribute used cars
in large quantities, as rental car companies need to change supplies periodically. Car auctions are a form of
transactions in which vehicles are submitted to the auction market and sold to dealers who offered the highest
price, and Hyundai Glovis auction houses auction more than five times a week, three times a week. More than
1,700 used cars are distributed every week at three Hyundai Glovis auction houses that can be disposed of on
a large scale. Since the winning price is determined through open competitive bidding, the auction price of
ordinary consumers who want to trust and sell their cars, as well as rental cars and leasing companies, is
increasing significantly.

Table 2) Auction performance of major domestic auction houses

As of 2019, the total number of auction entries is about 240,000 and the number of successful bids is 160,000.
Considering that the number of real used car transactions in Korea is around 2.55 million per year, the ratio of
used car transactions to the number of successful bids was around 6%. In terms of overseas markets, Japan has
a total of 7 million used car markets, about 4.7 million units of annual auction winning supply, which is more
than 10 times different from 67 percent of transactions. Recently, due to the improvement of transparency in
the used car market, used car dealers and others are increasingly interested in securing products through auction
houses, which is expected to continue to grow.
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4. Problem
The most frequently used real estate auction also has a variety of drawbacks: limited supply of real estate,
unexpected conflicts with owners and tenants can be a variable, and there is a possibility that you will
have to spend a lot of time receiving real estate for legal disputes such as extradition. In addition, there
are many variables in bidding for auction items, and even if an on-site investigation is conducted to
participate in bidding, reasons for change, postponement, and withdrawal may occur, and in the analysis
of the rights of auction items, senior tenants may purchase them more expensive than the market price.
You can get help from paid sites or professional auctioneers, but the biggest advantage of the auction is
that you can lose money in the price sector, which makes you question the need for the auction. In
addition, unlike ordinary sales, auctions often do not show the inside of buildings by owners or occupiers,
which can lead to problems of quality degradation.
In the auto auction industry, the number of domestic auction sites is only six to seven, so it is difficult for
many dealers to join the auction house even if they want to, and according to the auction house policy,
new membership is often restricted. It has its own policies and membership criteria to prevent overheated
bidding competition and disintegration of the auction order, but there are no clear regulations under the
Automobile Management Act, and the number of auction sites is far from enough to lead the development
of the auction market. It is also a problem that most auction houses are auctioning vehicles that they
already own or have purchased directly, and that between 50 and 90% of the entries are for sale. Some
auction houses have a very high percentage of their car-returned vehicles at auction houses run by their
companies or affiliates, or directly purchased vehicles at auction, because pure consignment volume alone
does not secure the right amount of entry. The problem is that it is not easy for individual sellers to sell
cars more than the supply of used cars, and it is also important to use data such as NAA Auctions Industry
Survey and Mannheim Market's annual used car market index.
Users who can be used by general customers are going to use auction services online, and unlike offline
auctions, they do not have to directly participate in the auction to save transaction costs and have an
average auction period of about a week to participate in the auction. However, there are problems such
as a lack of information on auction items and distrust between bidders and successful bidders. As such,
the more difficult the auction is to understand and invest time for it, the more the disadvantages are
highlighted rather than the advantages.
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5. Vanesse Solution
Technology
The blockchain-based platform service provided by BEP-20 as a core configuration of Vanesse was
developed with the aim of improving reliability by recording the distribution process throughout the
payment system on the blockchain. Each configuration aims to provide a variety of features through the
sublayer and build reliability through verification. The Vanesse platform does not have a central center to
manage information, and all participants in the blockchain network distribute and share blockchain
transaction records, making it difficult to forge or alter blockchain-based data through hacking. The
contents of the recorded blockchain data are converted by a hash function and stored in encrypted form,
and if an insider or external hacker breaks into the system and falsifies or modulates certain data, the hash
data value can be changed immediately, and the data can be managed in a hash tree structure. In a situation
where various chains are emerging, led by Ethereum and Binance, depending on the blockchain ecosystem,
the values pursued by each chain in the decentralized system and its limitations are all different, so the
values needed for each industry are different. In response to the need for a chain bridge for network
configuration, Vanese, which seeks to build an auction platform for various businesses, actively introduced
a chain bridge.

Image) Blockchain Trilemma
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According to the blockchain's trilemma, if you choose two out of Scalabe, Decentralized, and Secure, you
have to give up the other one. Each chain has its own strengths and weaknesses, and teams that want to
create DApps will open the service by selecting one main net that suits the nature of the business.
However, since the advent of the bridge, asset transfer between different chains has become possible, and
several blockchain main networks with their respective strengths and weaknesses have been connected
through the bridge. The focus was that teams that wanted to build DApps could offer the same services
in a variety of chains, and users could move their existing tokens from one chain to another, allowing them
to move assets to the right chain at the right time.

The difference between the existing chain bridge and Chain Bridge Vannesse

The basic bridge constitutes a structure of locking assets in one chain and issuing transmitted assets in the other chain
corresponding to those assets. In Coin A, there is a contract that binds users to transfer to another chain, and when
users deposit assets in chain A's contract to use bridge services, the bridge service captures the event in off-chain.
The bridge service that detects the event generates a transaction in which a contract in Chain B issues a token
transmitted to the user, such as Coin B. As a result, the A coin sent by the user locks into the internal contract, and
the user receives the Ethereum transmitted in the same amount from the other chain, and it works the same when
withdrawing. However, in this case, there is a reliability issue with bridge services in the middle, and because the two
chains have different consensus algorithms, in conclusion, they have to go off-chain in the middle, which can lead to
Oracle issues. We don't know what kind of operation will be outside the chain, so we provide transparency through
Vanesse's own bridge.
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Vanesse's chain bridge aims to ensure reliability to improve the problems of traditional chain bridges. It
adopted external verification nodes to come in and ensure reliability, and transparent disclosure through
Explorer, which contains deposited assets and transactions. It consists of tokens in the bridge's own service
as compensation and publicly recruiting validators or having a trusted institution as a validator and allowing
users to choose it, so that validators using the bridge can be verified separately in the bridge service
outside the chain. The verified validator confirms that there is no problem with the transaction in the
contract of Chain B and issues it to the user through the contract of Chain B. In this way, many bridges
adopt this model in that off-chain external validators validate it. You can also prepare yourself for risks of
Oracle issues by viewing objective and transparent processing results through Explorer, which checks for
transactions occurring on deposited assets and bridges.
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Differences between traditional chain bridges and Vanesse chain bridges
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6. Token Economy
Vanesse emerged as a blockchain project by Cross International, a smart consumer convergence platform
with reasonable prices and the best quality, win-win and sharing, right value and right influence. It is a
system in which holders, including members of the community and those who purchased coins through
the exchange, can participate in the auction, receive bids, and pay for all auctions, including luxury goods,
cars, and daily necessities, through the live broadcast of TOPING TV. You can use the VNES token to
participate in all auctions through "All Auctions in the World" and pay the winning bid. The Vanesse
Foundation pays all the rights analysis and processing costs of bidders bidding for auction items with VNES
tokens in full to provide a low fee.

Which TOPPINGs collaborate with Vanesse?

Image) Actual TOPING platforms in progress
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Vanesse will use the auction system through the TOPING live platform, a leader in the media channel
business. As a representative of the one-person media live streaming commerce business involving seniors
and small business owners in the contact-free era caused by COVID-19, we will combine live broadcasting,
short clips, and V commerce with the auction system and Vanesse's platform.
On a smartphone, you can participate in the auction anytime, anywhere, and it supports real-time chat
functions with global CDN support. In addition, by supporting two-way communication as the most
essential element of auction, the platform was developed to create an objective and reliable auction
environment and to grow according to the steadily developing market direction with the self-sustainability
of smartphones in the 5G era.
Through the collaboration between Vanesse and TOPING, the company can expand its business areas, such
as V commerce and broadcasting academy education, as well as small business UCC, and provide a userfriendly platform through 300 customized media integration functions. It also supports 17 different
languages, including Korean, Chinese, and English, through a built-up APP, and has the potential to grow
as a global platform, and has the technology selected by KB Media, Korea Economic TV, and KCA.

• Vanesse available in:
- Vanesse Car – Vanesse Spectrum, a wide range of vehicles available on a monthly plan
- Vanesse Shop – dedicated premium shopping mall for Vanesse holders
- Marts – K Marts (One of Vietnam's largest Korean marts located in Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh, and Da Nang)
- Bakeries – Ho Chi Minh Bakery (four branches including the Athisan Bakery)
- Chicken chains – including Coute chicken, Don chicken
- Spa – Golden Lotus (Sauna, Massage shops, and two branches of skin care shops)
• List of Vanesse-affiliated golf courses CC
- [Ho Chi Minh] TAN SON WHAT Golf Club, Vietnam Thu Duc Golf Club, Veitnam Twin Doves Golf
Club, Long Thanh Golf Club, Jeongsan Golf Club, Long Thanh Golf Club
- [Hanoi] Hanoi Golf Club, Long Bien Golf Club, Dong Mo Golf Club
- [Da Nang] BRG Da Nang Golf Club, Montgomerie Links Golf Club, Laguna Lang Co Golf Club, Ba Na
Hills Golf Club
- [Nha Trang] Vinpearl Resort Golf Club, Diamond Bay Golf Club, KN Golf Club

Additional consultations in progress, including premium Vietnam resorts
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7. Management Practice
Unlike other blockchain platforms, the Vanasse platform aims to achieve the following goals based on the knowhow and experience accumulated in the field through the actual auction business. We carry out continuous
development activities such as economic and cultural values, correct influence and leadership, continuous
development and innovation through continuous research, coexistence, sharing and profit maximization, and
community development, artificial intelligence era, 4th industry, and platform revolution. Through this project,
you can use DApp on the platform to participate in auctions for a variety of products, including real-time
auctions of real estate and world-famous brands.

Through API linkage, it provides services that allow auctions, payments, and transactions to be connected to
each other and technology that is significantly improved than existing business feasibility. Vanesse's DApp
system provides anonymity, identity authentication, smart contract, and security to minimize time, simplify
identity authentication, and ensure the anonymity of auction participants.

Vanesse aims to create a currency system that allows VNES tokens to be listed on global exchanges, making
payments easily and quickly anywhere, and to evolve into a global currency through a stable, consistent, and
optimized VNES platform in the long run.
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8. Team / Advisor
Team
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Advisor
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9. Roadmap
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10. Partnership
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11. Token Distribution Information
Token Overview

Token Distribution for use

Image: Donut chart of VNES distribution

Vanesse is implemented through the BEP-20 standard, a dynamic token representing multiple functions,
and is designed to handle all payments utilized within the project ecosystem. It handles product purchases,
fees, and other costs for token supply and liquidity, and aims to create an online and mobile auction
system by subdividing complex and detailed auction systems to address the current liquidity and value
changes in virtual currency. The distributed tokens include all the holdings of partners, advisors, and third
parties engaged in marketing, and have been distributed to prepare for future projects' smooth operation,
sustainable growth, and unexpected variables.
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Burning Plan of Vanesse
Vanesse is hosting a fan meeting auction with celebrities and celebrities at "Every Auction in the World"
and plans to burn 50% of the winning bid.

• Meeting with celebrities
For example, Warren Buffett auctioned off an event ticket to ask questions while having lunch with her
and lunch with the winner. The special event has been held since 2000, and the first successful bidder
will donate the lunch money to a charity foundation called the Glide Foundation. The auction event set
a record for the highest number of "most interesting and expensive sales" transactions made through
its e-commerce and auction platform on eBay in 2019. The successful bidders participated in the
auction because they did not value "lunch with old names," and they focused on the advantages of
network formation through successful marketing and special relationships, as well as active PR for
themselves. Who can predict the effect of this new cultural auction as an opportunity to directly absorb
the other person's experience, and the effect of our foundation's lunch auction with Warren Buffett
with Vanesse Coin?

• Fan meeting with celebrities
For example, auctioning off a fan meeting with the world-renowned artist BTS could have a global
ripple effect. BTS has grown into a leader in K-pop artists, and their economic value has reached 1.7
trillion won as of 2020. What if you could use our foundation's auction platform to arrange a fan
meeting and pay for it with Vanesse? The economic and marketing effects of this are expected to be
enormous.

As such, our foundation will preserve the value of coins and share profits with existing coin holders by
incinerating 50% of the coins used for fan meetings with celebrities. In addition to the above two
examples, we will gradually expand and develop through networks with global celebrities by determining
the areas of celebrities, politicians, and businessmen in each country.
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12. Disclaim
This document is provided for informational purposes and is subject to change. Nothing in this document
constitutes legal, financial, commercial, or tax advice. Since VNES is not a security and is not used for
financial promotions, nothing in this document will be used to induce or invite investment activities. This
document does not make any comments as to whether you should participate in Vanesse or purchase
VNES, and this document should not be relied upon for contract or purchase decisions. Prior to the
purchase, participants must take all the specialized information, including taxes and accounting, and
identify their ability to prepare for the risk of cryptocurrency volatility. Recognizing the inherent risks
requires a comprehensive understanding of the current cryptocurrency market. VNES understands and
agrees that it does not express or warrant any availability or price explicitly or implicitly, and that there is
no guarantee or provision for any benefit through VNES.
We are not responsible for any loss or damage, direct, indirect, consequential, or otherwise, and all
information contained herein and any subsequent notification of VNES shall not be construed as a
guarantee of profit or profit in any form, regardless of the time of occurrence. Vanese is not responsible
for any damages caused by any individual or organization (including agent, user, employee, insurer,
lawyer). VNES should not be acquired for speculative or investment purposes in anticipation of return on
investment.
Vanesse participants recognize the risks associated with cryptocurrency, such as high price volatility and
the unique risks of the cryptocurrency market, and acknowledge that the current platform is under
development, and that the contents of the document may change due to changes from the current plan.
As Vanesse progresses, the contents of this document and this white paper may be changed or updated,
and the revised and updated versions may be published before the public sale date until the final version
is announced. It also acknowledges that it does not guarantee the duration of Vanesse's operations and
can be interrupted for some reasons, such as low platform awareness and lack of investors, or lack of funds
to develop the platform. We acknowledge that the contents of this document are not arbitrarily interpreted
by the participants.
Since Vanesse is not intended to constitute securities or other regulated products of a particular country
or jurisdiction, this document does not constitute a guide or legal document and does not provide or
recommend securities or regulated products of a country or jurisdiction. This document has not been
reviewed by regulators in all countries or jurisdictions. Virtual currency can also be monitored or supervised
by regulators from various jurisdictions.
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Vanesse may receive questions, notices, warnings, requests, or administrative dispositions from one or
more authorities during uncertain times, or may be ordered to suspend or discontinue actions related to
VNES. This is uncertainty that this could be a serious obstacle to Vanesse's future development or, as a
result, an end. It does not certify or warrant the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements,
comments or other matters described herein. It does not provide expressions or guarantees for the
construction of any future-oriented or conceptual representation.
Nothing herein shall be used as a means of guarantee or confidence in the future and shall be indemnified
against any person acting on this White Paper or any loss or damage arising out of it to the maximum
extent permitted by applicable law. Participants acknowledge and agree to be responsible for complying
with all laws, rules, or regulations applicable to the transaction. The VNES acquirer acknowledges and
agrees that Vanesse is not directly or indirectly liable for any tax obligations arising from the acquisition of
VNES. You also agree and acknowledge that the laws, regulations, and executive orders may require
Vanesse to disclose information about the participant's account at the request of a government agency.
The summary contained herein should be reviewed with reference to the underlying terms and conditions
of agreement as set forth herein.
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